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This book presents and practises over 1000 of the most useful and frequent idioms in typical contexts. This reference
and practice book looks at the most colourful and fun area of English vocabulary - idioms. This book will appeal to
students at advanced level who want to understand and use the English really used by native speakers, and students
preparing for higher level exams, such as CAE, CPE and IELTS. Over 1,000 of the most useful and frequent idioms,
which learners are likely to encounter are presented and practised in typical contexts, so that learners using this book will
have hundreds of idioms 'at their fingertips'.
UPSC New Syllabus & Tips to Crack IAS Preliminary and Mains Exam with Rapid GK 2019 ebook is the revised 3rd
edition of the syllabus book for undergraduate STUDENTS taking up the UPSC examinations for recruitment into the
Indian Administrative Services (IAS). The book also provides tips & techniques to crack the IAS exams with special focus
on Subject-wise planning for the Prelim Exam. The book contains the details of each and every subject topic which is
relevant to the IAS Preliminary and Mains examination. The book will update the aspirants on the latest changes in the
syllabus of the Preliminary and Mains exams. It is an important handy tool for the aspirants which they can refer
throughout their preparation.
Cambridge Vocabulary for First Certificate covers all the vocabulary First Certificate candidates need. It provides
students with practice of exam tasks from the Reading, Writing, Listening and Use of English papers. It includes useful
tips on how to approach exam tasks and learn vocabulary. It is informed by the Cambridge International Corpus and the
Cambridge Learner Corpus to ensure that the vocabulary is presented in genuine contexts and covers real learner errors.
It is designed to match the updated exam for December 2008.
When 39-time marathon runner Andrew Spriggs was diagnosed with motor neurone disease he knew his running days
were over. But a surprise message from his nephew Chris, offering to push him in his rickety wheelchair in one last
marathon, reunites them in a race against time. Rich with insights and inspiration, personal discoveries and unforgettable
encounters, The Reason I Run is an astonishing story that will make you laugh, weep and wonder. Join Chris on an
incredible journey that will stay with you for the rest of your life. Covering themes of love, loss and coping with
abandonment, this book includes practical advice on mindfulness and other copying strategies useful for everyday life in
good times and bad.
This is the heart-warming story of a backward boy coming from a dysfunctional family and a broken home. Unable to talk
at age four, he was sent to a boarding school to learn to speak. Branded a moron and dragged through ten schools in
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seven years, he suddenly "finds his feet" and becomes dux of one of India's most prestigious colleges. Later he becomes
an officer in one of the Indian Army's most famous regiments and Adjutant of its premier battalion. Laugh at his
misfortunes and exult in his successes. At age four he barely escapes a kidnap attempt, he travels to boarding school on
the world's most famous railway, Darjeeling's toy train, which was once chased by a wild elephant. Accompany the
author as he goes to catch a monkey and shoot a panther, and as his Brigade confronts the Russians over possession of
the Iranian oilfields; and he reads fairy tales to a blood-thirsty Pathan warrior who asks if the stories are true! Feel the
desperation of millions as murder and mayhem stalk the Indian sub-continent. See the refugee trains, ushered in by the
granting of independence to India in 1947 when inter-communal violence spawned ten million refugees overnight and
one million hapless men, women and children were slaughtered.
Maximize your score on the TOEIC Listening-Reading test! Now you have these 41 recommendations that will improve
both your TOEIC and English skills before the exam. This guide includes test-taking strategies, expert tips, and up-todate test information so you can maximize your TOEIC Listening and Reading score. Get helpful test tips that only a
veteran TOEIC teacher can give. Learn the same advice he gives his own students. Use these precise suggestions for
every Speaking and Writing question to ramp up your test score. Precisely, sharpen your skills by learning how to:
**avoid 5 common mistakes **acquire 2 critical skills to boost your Listening performance **gain an advantage to defeat
the Incomplete Reading Sentences. Use this convenient eText to study for the high score on the exam that you seek –
and deserve! Plus, sign up for Teacher Winn's TOEIC LR email blog for more practice to extend your learning so you are
better prepared for success on exam day! Get 41 Things You Wish You Knew About a High Score for the for TOEIC®
Listening-Reading and prepare for the test with the confidence you need!
Making Allowances' is a tough look at a tough sport. This is National Hunt racing down in the basement -- "the sport of
kings" on a beer and fags budget.
Detailed advice for receiving better scores on the U.S. History Exam. Includes two full-length practice tests with helpful
tips to write better essays for the test.
This popular guide has been fully updated and redesigned to reflect exactly what today's students want to know. It is the most accessible
guide to higher education and student life in the UK and provides reliable, lively and unbiased information on what universities really offer.
The establishments are listed alphabetically, with each entry providing a wealth of information, from a description of the campuses to famous
alumni. A separate section supplies a list of courses and which universities offer them, making it easy for the reader to cross-reference their
chosen course with the right university.
Life Marathon by Peter Khuu [--------------------------------------------]
Professor Winn's 15 Habits of Highly Successful IELTSTM Candidates is the perfect companion for your IELTS exam preparation.
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Immediately learn these 15 habits to: **Score the highest mark possible! **Organize your exam preparation effectively. **Build both Englishlanguage and IELTSTM skills. **Gain confidence with fresh insights from a seasoned IELTS instructor. **Download the Extra Resources File
for a huge list of resources to boost your exam prep. **Use “hidden skills” to save time and answer more test questions (and get a higher
score!). **Learn the best move you can make today for success on the test today. Maximize your IELTS score to achieve your personal and
professional goals. Buy Professor Winn’s 15 Habits of Highly Successful IELTSTM Candidates now!
Like Richard Ellmann’s James Joyce, Richard Zenith’s Pessoa immortalizes the life of one of the twentieth century’s greatest writers.
Nearly a century after his wrenching death, the Portuguese poet Fernando Pessoa (1888–1935) remains one of our most enigmatic writers.
Believing he could do “more in dreams than Napoleon,” yet haunted by the specter of hereditary madness, Pessoa invented dozens of alter
egos, or “heteronyms,” under whose names he wrote in Portuguese, English, and French. Unsurprisingly, this “most multifarious of writers”
(Guardian) has long eluded a definitive biographer—but in renowned translator and Pessoa scholar Richard Zenith, he has met his match.
Relatively unknown in his lifetime, Pessoa was all but destined for literary oblivion when the arc of his afterlife bent, suddenly and improbably,
toward greatness, with the discovery of some 25,000 unpublished papers left in a large, wooden trunk. Drawing on this vast archive of
sources as well as on unpublished family letters, and skillfully setting the poet’s life against the nationalist currents of twentieth-century
European history, Zenith at last reveals the true depths of Pessoa’s teeming imagination and literary genius. Much as Nobel laureate José
Saramago brought a single heteronym to life in The Year of the Death of Ricardo Reis, Zenith traces the backstories of virtually all of
Pessoa’s imagined personalities, demonstrating how they were projections, spin-offs, or metamorphoses of Pessoa himself. A solitary man
who had only one, ultimately platonic love affair, Pessoa used his and his heteronyms’ writings to explore questions of sexuality, to
obsessively search after spiritual truth, and to try to chart a way forward for a benighted and politically agitated Portugal. Although he
preferred the world of his mind, Pessoa was nonetheless a man of the places he inhabited, including not only Lisbon but also turn-of-thecentury Durban, South Africa, where he spent nine years as a child. Zenith re-creates the drama of Pessoa’s adolescence—when the first
heteronyms emerged—and his bumbling attempts to survive as a translator and publisher. Zenith introduces us, too, to Pessoa’s bohemian
circle of friends, and to Ophelia Quieroz, with whom he exchanged numerous love letters. Pessoa reveals in equal force the poet’s
unwavering commitment to defending homosexual writers whose books had been banned, as well as his courageous opposition to Salazar,
the Portuguese dictator, toward the end of his life. In stunning, magisterial prose, Zenith contextualizes Pessoa’s posthumous literary
achievements—especially his most renowned work, The Book of Disquiet. A modern literary masterpiece, Pessoa simultaneously immortalizes
the life of a literary maestro and confirms the enduring power of Pessoa’s work to speak prophetically to the disconnectedness of our modern
world.
The main objective of Chinese-English Contrastive Grammar: An Introduction is to familiarize the reader with a subset of the learning
difficulties and common errors in ESL/EFL pronunciation and lexico-grammatical structures encountered by Chinese learners and users of
English, in Hong Kong and beyond. It also helps readers understand some of the ways in which the Chinese language has undergone
structural change as a result of Europeanization. The book begins with a review of Cantonese-English contrastive phonology and is followed
by a detailed analysis of lexico-grammatical deviations found among Chinese ESL/EFL learners. It concludes with a brief history of the
Europeanization of the Chinese language and a discussion of commonly encountered lingua-cultural problems encountered by Chinese users
of English in intercultural communication settings. This book is written primarily for teachers and students specializing in language-related
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disciplines. Scholars who wish to understand the acquisitional challenges for Chinese students in the process of learning English as an
additional language will also find the book an informative reference. ‘David C. S. Li and Zoe Pei-sui Luk’s brand new introduction to ChineseEnglish contrastive grammar covers a number of key topics and comes with copious data, abundant exemplification, and in-depth analyses. A
must-read for all who are interested in the similarities and differences between the two languages, and why.’ —K. K. Luke, Nanyang
Technological University ‘This is a book which has long been needed. Drawing on their own research and teaching experience, the authors
have produced a linguistically accurate and insightful, but also very readable book. It should be required reading for language teachers in
Hong Kong and the Greater China region.’ —Stephen Matthews, University of Hong Kong
Wouldn’t it be great if there was something you could do that would cut down your reading time, prepare you for class and your final exam?
Now there is! Nanos and Sileo are at it again with Torts, breaking down tough concepts and confusing cases into understandable, bite-sized
pieces. This workbook includes writing exercises and recipes that will guide students from the first day of class through the final exam!
Straightforward, practical, and focused on realistic examples, Business and Professional Writing: A Basic Guide is an introduction to the
fundamentals of professional writing. The book emphasizes clarity, conciseness, and plain language. Guidelines and templates for business
correspondence, formal and informal reports, brochures and press releases, and oral presentations are included. Exercises guide readers
through the process of creating and revising each genre, and helpful tips, reminders, and suggested resources beyond the book are provided
throughout. The second edition includes new sections on information security and ethics in business writing. New formal proposal examples
have been added, and the text has been updated throughout.
"Alif had never set foot outside of West Sumatra. He passed his childhood days searching for fallen durian fruit in the jungle, playing soccer
on rice paddies, and swimming in the blue waters of Lake Maninjau. His mother wants him to attend an Islamic boarding school, a pesantren,
while he dreams of public high school. Halfheartedly, he follows his mother’s wishes. He finds himself on a grueling three-day bus ride from
Sumatra to Madani Pesantren (MP) in a remote village on Java. On his first day at MP, Alif is captivated by the powerful phrase man jadda
wajada. He who gives his all will surely succeed. United by punishment, he quickly becomes friends with five boys from across the
archipelago, and together they become known as the Fellowship of the Manara. Beneath the mosque’s minaret, the boys gaze at the clouds
on the horizon, seeing in them their individual dreams of far-away lands, like America and Europe. Where would these dreams take them?
They didn’t know. What they did know was: never underestimate dreams, no matter how high they may be. God truly is The Listener. The
Land of Five Towers is the first book in a trilogy written by A. Fuadi—a former TEMPO & VOA reporter, photography buff, and a social
entrepreneur. He went to George Washington University and Royal Holloway, University of London for his masters. A portion of the royalties
from the trilogy are intended to build Komunitas Menara, a volunteer-based social organization which aims to provide free schools, libraries,
clinics and soup kitchens for the less fortunate. To learn more about Komunitas Menara and their activities, check out
www.negeri5menara.com"

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO HELP SCORE A PERFECT 5! Ace the AP U.S. History Exam with this comprehensive
study guide—including 2 full-length practice tests with answer explanations, content reviews for every test topic, strategies
for every question type, and access to online extras via our AP Connect portal. This eBook edition has been optimized for
on-screen learning with cross-linked questions, answers, and explanations. Written by the experts at The Princeton
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Review, Cracking the AP U.S. History Exam arms you to take on the test and achieve your highest possible score.
Techniques That Actually Work. • Tried-and-true strategies to help you avoid traps and beat the test • Tips for pacing
yourself and guessing logically • Essential tactics to help you work smarter, not harder Everything You Need to Know to
Help Achieve a High Score. • Detailed coverage of the short-answer questions and source-based multiple-choice
questions • In-depth guidance on the document-based and long essay questions • Up-to-date information on the 2018
exam • Access to AP Connect, our online portal for helpful pre-college information and exam updates Practice Your Way
to Excellence. • 2 full-length practice tests with detailed answer explanations • End-of-chapter review questions to test
your retention of the material • Pacing drills to help you maximize your points
Your Academic IELTSTM Study Collection is a bundle of 4 books to help improve your skills for a higher score on exam
day. The 4 books are: Book 1: 15 Habits of Highly Successful IELTS Candidates Book 2: 23 Keys for Academic IELTS
Success Book 3: 27 Keys to Better English Grammar Book 4: 303 Vocabulary Words You Need Get Your Academic
IELTSTM Study Collection written by a certified veteran IELTS teacher who has helped candidates just like you to
achieve their optimal score. Confidently prepare to maximize your IELTS score on exam day! Learn the same practical
advice the author offers his own students. Start your IELTS preparation with this complete 4-book collection full of
resources. Take advantage of the author’s more than 10 years of experience and knowledge of the Academic IELTS
exam. Study these English grammar and vocabulary lessons so you are better prepared on exam day. Get your copy of
Your Academic IELTSTM Study Collection and increase both your IELTS and English skills for an optimal exam score.
Supports students studying for Cambridge International Examinations IGCSE® English as a Second Language (ESL).
This fully updated print Coursebook is designed to support students studying for Cambridge International Examinations
IGCSE® English as a Second Language syllabus for examination in 2019. With carefully scaffolded content, this easy to
navigate coursebook has a language focus in each unit and offers new word and exam tips. Each unit is themed and
takes an integrated skills approach while emphasising a core skill. At the end of each chapter students can reflect and
develop on what they have learnt, all to help build students' language skills and confidence in English as the course
progresses.
Provides a comprehensive review of key test topics, test-taking strategies, and two full-length practice tests with detailed
answers explanations.
This book supports students preparing for Cambridge International Examinations IGCSE English as a Second Language
(0510 / 0511 / 0991). The full-colour exam preparation and practice book contains four guided practice tests, audio and
video to build confidence ready for the revised exam from 2019. It takes an active learning approach with a test-teachPage 5/9
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test methodology. This encourages students to think about how they are developing language skills, helping them
progress. Full sample answers with examiner comments and grades are included to help students understand what is
required in the writing and speaking exams. This is part of the Cambridge IGCSE ESL toolbox of resources - the widest
choice of resources for this qualification.
The first study guide that presents the substantive material necessary to succeed in Civil Procedure through a structured
and interactive approach, in simple and straightforward language. Provides a proven plan for students on how to manage
their time, what to study and why, in order to help them organize and test their knowledge. Each guide includes: easy-tofollow explanations of tough concepts with clear examples; workbook-style questions and answers; writing exercises
focused on exam-type analysis; time-management strategies; and templates for drafting outlines.
UPSC New Syllabus Preliminary and Mains Exam with Quick GK 2017 ebook is the revised 2nd edition of the syllabus
book for undergraduate STUDENTS taking up the UPSC examinations for recruitment into the Indian Administrative
Services (IAS). The book contains the details of each and every subject topic which is relevant to the IAS Preliminary and
Mains examination. The book will update the aspirants on the latest changes in the syllabus of the Preliminary and Mains
exams. It is an important handy tool for the aspirants which they can refer throughout their preparation.
Cracking the AP U.S. History Exam, 2020 Edition, provides students with an in-depth review of key terms and concepts
organized by time period, including the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the creation of government and early
democracy, the Civil War and Reconstruction, the Machine Age, the early twentieth century, post-World War America,
and more. It also includes winning strategies to help students crack the multiple-choice section and detailed coverage of
both essay types--DBQ (document-based question) and free-response.
Offers complete in-depth preparation for the Cambridge IGCSE in English as a Second Language (E2L) examination. Endorsed by
Cambridge, the Success International Teachers Book contains detailed teachers notes as well as suggestions for alternative
approaches and wider practice. Key features include: an at a glance chart describing the revised examination; an overview of each
coursebook unit; detailed notes, with examiners advice on marking and grading; model answers to the writing tasks; CD scripts
and answers, including answers to the workbook exercises.
Your Study Collection for TOEIC® is a valuable combination of 4 books to help improve your skills to get a high TOEIC score. Get
your TOEIC, grammar, and vocabulary lessons all in one convenient volume. The 4 books are: Book 1: Professor Winn's 15 Habits
of Highly Successful TOEIC® Candidates Book 2: 27 Keys to Better English Grammar Book 3: 303 Vocabulary Words You Need
Book 4: Top 153 Business English Collocations, Idioms, and Phrasal Verbs Each text is written by a certified experienced TOEIC
teacher who has helped candidates just like you to achieve their optimal score. The comprehensive volume gives you advice for
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both the Listening and Reading and the Speaking and Writing TOEIC exams. Take the TOEIC with confidence and get the optimal
score you seek for that promotion at the office. Get the same practical recommendations Professor Winn gives his own students in
the complete 4-book collection. You receive TOEIC exam tips as well as English grammar and vocabulary help so you are better
prepared on exam day. Get your copy of Your Study Collection for TOEIC® and boost both your TOEIC and English skills for a
high exam score.
• Strictly as per the new term wise syllabus for Board Examinations to be held in the academic session 2021-22 for class 10 •
Multiple Choice Questions based on new typologies introduced by the board- I. Stand- Alone MCQs, II. MCQs based on AssertionReason III. Case-based MCQs. • Include Questions from CBSE official Question Bank released in April 2021 • Answer key with
Explanations
Despite an indifferent father and a mother who develops a serious mood disorder, young twins Kevin and Robert, and their
younger brother Jonah, experience an idyllic early life in rural Manitoba during the 1950s while in the loving care of their
grandparents. However, that life comes to an abrupt end after their father converts to the esoteric beliefs of the Radio Church of
God, a radical fundamentalist sect that preaches strict discipline in preparation for an anticipated end time worldwide cataclysm.
Forced to move back home to live with their parents, the boys are victimized by their father’s extreme religious fanaticism, which
for the twins, includes indoctrination sessions, beatings, and confinement in a basement coal cellar. Rather than giving in to their
father’s brutality and brainwashing efforts, the twins remain strong and find clever ways to survive their circumstances and even
thrive within them. Determined to be their younger brother’s keeper, the twins and Jonah form an unbreakable bond – a proverbial
threefold cord. It is a bond of mutual support for one another that enables them to better cope with their father’s abusive and
controlling behaviour. Although fictional, The Threefold Cord explores many of the real-life beliefs and practices of the Radio
Church of God and deftly examines the grey area between a cult and a religion, between discipline and abuse, and asks what it
takes for a person to decide where those lines should be drawn.
Income levels have risen sharpley in China during the last two decades. Although just 2% of all Chinese have hot, running water,
virtually all households have televisions. This personal, intelligent book addresses these sweeping changes and how they are
forming modern China.
Professor Winn's 15 Habits of Highly Successful TOEIC® Candidates is the perfect companion for your TOEIC® exam
preparation. Whether you present the Listening and Reading or Speaking and Writing test, study these habits to improve your
score. Immediately learn these 15 habits to: **Achieve a high score on the exam! **Prepare for the exam in a more efficient way.
**Build both English-language and TOEIC® skills. **Access the Extra Resources File for a huge list of resources to boost your
exam prep. **Learn the best move you can make today for success on the test. **Gain confidence during your TOEIC® test
preparation with fresh insights from a seasoned TOEIC instructor. You know how important a high TOEIC® score helps you reach
your personal and professional goals. Get Professor Winn's 15 Habits of Highly Successful TOEIC® Candidates today!
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Use these two keys for a high score on the IELTS exam in one volume: 50 Powerful Vocabulary Terms & Preparation Guide for
IELTSTM. Don’t delay your job promotion or career boost! Follow these 15 habits of highly successful IELTS General and
Academic candidates. Build a strong vocabulary with these 50 carefully selected terms including phrasal verbs, idioms, and
collocations. Get the advantage of Professor Winn’s test advice he gives his own students in this one text. Maximize your score
with this powerful combination of English and IELTS skills and word power in the limited time you have to prepare for the exam. 50
Powerful Vocabulary Terms & Preparation Guide for IELTSTM combines two texts to improve your skills just in time for a high
exam score. Get the test confidence and preparation you need to take the test once and start writing the next chapter in your
career! Learn a handful of phrasal verbs, idioms, and collocations that can be used in a variety of situations on the test. Use the
powerful vocabulary terms to accurately and confidently express your ideas in the Speaking and Writing sections of the IELTS
exam. Start to increase your IELTS score with 50 Powerful Vocabulary Terms & Preparation Guide for IELTSTM now!
English as a Second Language: IGCSE, Third edition matches the requirements of the revised University of Cambridge
International Examinations (CIE) syllabus. The series is written by an experienced IGCSE teacher and trainer and is endorsed by
CIE. Coursebook 2 is an exam-preparation course, offering clear, practical support for students. The units utilise a diverse range of
topical stimulus material to enliven the subject. They also include imaginative activities and exam tips, designed to build
confidence and develop the skills needed to succeed in the examination. Audio CDs are included for use with the listening
activities.

This book caters to the needs of students who aspire to prepare for Institute of Banking Personnel Selection (IBPS) CWE
Exam - Clerk, Preliminary examination, with previous year solved paper. This book contains Reasoning, Quantitative
Aptitude and English Language. In all sections related descriptions are given with objective multiple choice questions.
The most important feature of this book is that we have included a large variety of different types of questions as required
by syllabus.However, we have put our best efforts in preparing this book, if any error or whatsoever has been skipped out
we have welcomed your suggestions.
Cambridge IGCSE® English as a Second Language Exam Preparation and Practice with Audio CDs (2)Cambridge
University Press
Make sure you’re studying with the most up-to-date prep materials! Look for the newest edition of this title, Princeton
Review AP U.S. History Premium Prep, 2021 (ISBN: 9780525569688, on-sale August 2020). Publisher's Note: Products
purchased from third-party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality or authenticity, and may not include
access to online tests or materials included with the original product.
The THOROUGHLY REVISED & UPDATED 2nd edition of the book "DMRC Exam Paper 1 & 2 for Jr. Engineer
(Electrical) Guide + Workbook (10 Practice Sets) 2nd edition" has been specially designed to help students in the latest
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DMRC exam being conducted by DMRC. The book contains Quick Concept Review of the General Ability Test in 2 parts
- Aptitude and Electrical Engineering. The Quick Concept Review is followed by a short exercise with solutions. The book
also provides 2 Solved past papers of 2012 & 2013 to guide you about the pattern and the level of questions asked. The
book provides 10 Practice Sets (Paper 1 and 2) as per the LATEST pattern of DMRC Electrical Engineering exam. The
solutions of the 10 Practice Sets are provided immediately at the end of each Set. The questions have been carefully
selected so as to give you a real feel of the exam. Each Practice Set is classified into 2 papers. Paper I is an Objective
Test containing General Ability section and Electrical Engineering section. The General Ability section has 60 questions
on General Awareness, Logical Ability and Quantitative Aptitude. The Electrical Engineering section has 60 questions on
the knowledge of the Electrical Engineering discipline/trade. The Paper II consists of an objective test of English
language of 60 questions. Two fully solved past papers of 2012 & 2013 have been provided It is our confidence that if
you attempt each of the tests with sincerity your score must improve at least by 10-15%. The book also provides
Response Sheet for each objective test. Post each test you must do a Post-Test Analysis with the help of the Test
Analysis & Feedback Sheet which has been provided for each Set.
SSC-CGL Combined Graduate Level Tier-I & IT Exams English Comprehension Topic wise solved Papers (2010–2019)
Cover 3700+ Questions & Answers with Explanations
The syllabus for this exam has changed and this book has now been replaced by 9781107653511 Cambridge English
Advanced 1 for revised exam from 2015 Student's Book with answers.
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